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Helix waveguide, composed of closely wound turns of insulated copper

wire covered with a lossy jacket, shows great promise for use as a communi-

cation medium. The properties of this type of waveguide have been investi-

gated using the sheath helix model. Modes whose wall currents follow the

highly conducting helix have attenuation constants which are essentially

the same as for copper pipe. The other modes have very large attenuation

constants which depend upon the helix pitch angle and the electrical proper-

ties of the jacket. Approximate formulas are given for the propagation con-

stants of the lossy modes. The circular electric mode important for long-

distance communication has low loss for zero-pitch helices. The propagation

constants of some of the lossy modes in helix waveguide of zero pitch have

been calculated numerically, as functions of the jacket -parameters and the

guide size, in regions where the approximate formidas are no longer valid.

Under certain conditions the attenuation constant of a particular mode may
pass through a maximum as the jacket conductivity is varied.

Glossary of symbols

a Inner radius of waveguide

h = 13 — id Complex phase constant

n Angular mode index

V Denotes p„„, or p„J according to context

Pnm m'*' zero of Jn(x)

PnJ m^^ zero of Jn(x)

r,e,z Right-handed cylindrical coordinates

a Attenuation constant

/? Phase constant

^0 = 27r/Xo == to(ji;)eo)"^ Free-space phase constant

€0 Permittivity of interior medium

£ Permittivity of exterior medium
€' t/eo

e" (r/oieo
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fi Iw fioeo — n J

fa [a:Vo^o(e' - u") - hT
Xo Free-Space wavelength

Xe = 2Tra/p Cutoff wavelength

fia Permeability of interior and exterior media

V = XoAc = v\J2Tra Cutoff ratio

(e- - 1 + .^ - in"'
^Vin -^^rj^,

•

n Electric Hertz vector

n* Magnetic Hertz vector

(T Conductivity of exterior medium

^ Pitch angle of heUx

0) Angular frequency

e'"' Harmonic time dependence assiuned throughout

J^{x) Bessel function of the first kind

Jn'{x) dJ^ix)/dx

HJ^\x) Hankel function of the second kind

Hf''{x) dHj'\x)/dx

MKS rationalized units are employed throughout. Superscripts i and e

are used to indicate the interior and exterior regions.

I. INTBODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Propagation of the lowest circular electric mode (TEoi) in cylindrical

pipe waveguide holds great promise for low-loss long distance communi-

cation.'' ^ For example, the TEoi mode has a theoretical heat loss of 2

db/mile in waveguide of diameter 6 inches at a frequency of 5.5 kmc/s,

and the loss decreases with increasing frequency. Increased transmission

bandwidth, reduced delay distortion, and reduced waveguide size for a

given attenuation are factors favoring use of the highest practical fre-

quency of operation. An increased number of freely propagating modes

and smaller mechanical tolerances are the associated penalties. Any

deviation of the waveguide from a straight circular cyhnder gives rise to

signal distortions because of mode conversion-reconversion effects.

One solution to mode conversion-reconversion problems is to obtain a

waveguide having the desired low attenuation properties of the TEoi

mode in metallic cylindrical waveguide and very large attenuation for

all other modes, the unwanted modes.'' ^ The low loss of the circular

electric modes in ordinary round guide is the result of having only cir-

> S. E. Miller, B.S.T.J., 33, pp. 1209-1265, 1954.

> S E. Miller and A. G. Beck, Proc. I.R.E., 41, pp. 348-358, 1953.

» S. E. Miller, Proe. I.R.E., 40. pp. 1104-1113, 1952.
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ciunferential current flow at the boundary wall. All other modes in round

guide have a longitudinal current present at the wall. Thus the desired

attenuation properties can be obtained by providing a highly conducting

circumferential path and a resistive longitudinal path for the wall cur-

rents. This is done in the spaced-disk line by sandwiching lossy layers

between coaxially arranged annular copper disks.* Another possibility

which has been suggested is a helix having a small pitch.

Helix waveguide, formed by winding insulated wire on a removable

mandrel and coating the helix with lossy material, has been made at the

Holmdel Radio Research Laboratory. Wires of various cross sections

and sizes have been used to wind helices varying from j^ to 5 inches in

diameter, which have been tested at frequencies from 9 to 60 kmc/s.

Pitch angles of from nearly 0° (wire in a plane perpendicular to the axis

of propagation) to 90° (wire parallel to the axis of propagation) have

been used. The hehces having the highest attenuation for the unwanted
modes while maintaining low loss for the TEm mode are those wound
with the smallest pitch from insulated wire of diameter 10 to 3 mils

(American Wire Gauge Nos. 30 to 40). The high attenuation properties

for unwanted modes also depend markedly on the electrical properties

of the jacket surrounding the helix.

In this paper the normal modes of helix waveguide are determined

using the sheath helix approxim^ation, a mathematical model in which

the helical winding is replaced by an anisotropic conducting sheath. A
brief formulation of the boundary value problem leads to an equation

which determines the propagation constants of modes in the helix guide.

Since the equation is not easy to solve numerically, approximations are

presented which show the effects of the pitch angle, the diameter, the

conductivity and dielectric constant of the jacket, and the wavelength,

when the conductivity of the jacket is sufficiently high.

By proper choice of the pitch angle and, in some instances, of the

polarization, a hehx waveguide can be made to propagate any mode of

ordinary round guide, with an attenuation constant which should be

essentially the same as in solid copper pipe. The pitch is chosen so that

the wall currents associated with the desired mode follow the direction

of the conducting wires. The losses to the other modes are in general

much higher, and are determined by both the pitch angle and the jacket

material

Special attention is given in the present work to the limiting case of a

helix of zero pitch, since the attenuation constant of the TEoi mode will

be smallest when the pitch angle is as small as possible. To explore the

'Reference 3, p. 1111.
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region where the approximate formulas for the propagation constants

of the lossy modes break down, some numerical results have been ob-

tained for heUces of zero pitch using an IBM 650 magnetic drum calcu-

lator. Tables and curves are given showing the propagation constants of

various modes in such a waveguide, as functions of the electrical proper-

ties of the jacket and for three different ratios of radius/wavelength. In

many cases it is found that the attenuation constant of a given mode

passes through a maximum as the jacket conductivity is varied, the

other parameters remaining fixed. The numerical calculations indicate

that it is possible to get unwanted mode attenuations several hundred

to several hundred thousand times greater than the TEoi attenuation

for the size waveguide that looks most promising for low-loss communi-

cation.

Fig. 1 — Schematic diagrams of the helical sheath and the helical sheath de-

veloped, showing the unit vectors and the periodicity.
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II. SHEATH HELIX BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM

Ordinary cylindrical ^vaveguide consists of a circular cylinder of radius

a, infinite length, and zero (or very small) conductivity, imbedded in an
infinite* homogeneous conducting medium. The sheath helix waveguide

has the same configuration plus the additional property that at radius a

dividing the two media, there is an anisotropic conducting sheath which

conducts perfectly in the helical direction and does not conduct in the

perpendicular direction. The attenuation and phase constants are deter-

mined by solving Maxwell's equations in cylindrical coordinates and
matching the electric and magnetic fields at the wall of the guide.

The hehx of radius a and pitch angle
\f/
= tan~^ s/2ira is shown in the

upper part of Fig. 1. The developed helix as viewed from the inside when
cut by a plane of constant 6 and unrolled is shown in the lower part of

the illustration. A new sot of unit vectors ^n and gj. parallel and perpen-

dicular respectively to the helix direction is introduced. These are re-

lated to Br , ee , and e, by

fir X en = ej.

e[] = Bz sin ^ 4- ea cos ^

Cj. = Bz COS i/' — ee sin ^

The boundary conditions at r = a are

e: = E{ =

e: = e:

where the superscript i refers to the interior region, ^ r ^ a, and the

superscript e refers to the exterior region, a ^ r ^ oo
. An equivalent set

of boundary conditions in terms of the original unit vectors is

Ej tan \^ + Ee' =

E," tan 4^ -\- Ee' =

Ej = E,"

HJ tan i/' + ///" = /f/ tan i/- + Hg'

We are looking for solutions which are similar to the modes of or-

(1)

* The assumption of nn infinite external medium is made to simplify the mathe-
matics. The results will be the same as for a finite conducting jacket which is thick
enough so that the fields at its outer surface are negligible.
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dinary waveguide, i.e., "fast" modes as contrasted with the well-knowri

"slow" modes used in traveling-wave tubes. ^" ® To solve the problem we

follow the procedure set up by Stratton^for the ordinary cylindrical

waveguide boundary problem. The fields E and H are derived from an

electric Hertz vector n and a magnetic Hertz vector H* by

i-vXvxn- ?WMV X n*

H= (a + iojOv X n + V X V xS*

where

n = kUr

n* = kn*

and, assiuning a time dependence exp (twi),

n; = E a„V„Ci-ir)e-''"-^"^

(2)

(3)

(4)

In these expressions

(.2 2 1,2

e' - 2e
If = e/eo — iafwea

where the interior region is assumed to have permittivity eo and perme-

ability /io , while the exterior region has permittivity e, permeability ;io

,

and conductivity <t. The superscripts i and e refer to the interior and ex-

terior regions respectively, and the a's and &'s are amplitude coefficients.

B J. R. Pierce, Proc. I.R.E., 35. pp. 111-123, 1947. „ ,. , ^ ^ ^ ^^
fl S. Sensiper, Electromagnetic Wave Propagation on Helical Conductors, hc.U.

thesis, M.I-T., 1951. In Appendix B of this reference, Sensiper shows that when

the interior and exterior media are the same, only slow waves will exist exceptm

special cases. Fast guided waves become possible if the conductivity of the exterior

medium is sufficiently high.
' J. A. Stratton, Electromagnetic Theory, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1941, pp.

524-527. Note that Stratton uses the time dependence exp (— iwi).
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Attention is restricted to \\'aves traveling in the positive s-direction,

which arc represented by the factor exp (— ihz), where h(=0 — ia) is

the complex phase constant. However it is necessary to consider both
right and left circularly polarized wavew; this accounts for the use of

both positive and negative values of n.

Substitution of (2), (3), and (4) into the boundary conditions (1)

leads to the following set of equations:

I

n' tan !A - -^
I

JniMaJ + iu}tiotiJn'(ha)bJ =

f2= tan ^ - ^] H:'\Ua)an' + i<^M^^'"{ha)h: =

fiV„(na)a„' - ^2'Hj'\Man' =

[

(5)

f1 tan ^ — —
a

/nCfia)&„*

(2)',+ (^ + za)0r2ff„''' (Ma/ -
^2 tan ^ - —

a
H^''Kt2a)h„'' =

If the conductivity of the exterior region is infinite, it is possible to

satisfy the boundary conditions with only one of the amplitude coeffi-

cients different from zero; for example

bj = an" = 6/ =

a„' 9^ or

a„' = an = bn =

Jn(M = Jn'iUa) =

The first case corresponds to TM modes and the second to TE modes
in a perfectly conducting circular guide. Linearly polarized modes may
be represented as combinations of terms in a„' and a-J, or &„' and &_„*.

If the exterior region is not perfectly conducting, one can still find

solutions having the fields confined to the interior region by properly

choosing the angle of the perfectly conducting helical sheath. Tor exam-
ple, it is easy to verify that equations (5) are satisfied under the foHow-

ing conditions:

a„* = a/ = hn = Q

bn' ^

tan ^ =
^ 2

/n'(fia) =
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If 71 5^ 0, these conditions correspond to circularly polarized TE„m

waves, in which the wall currents follow the direction of the conducting

sheath. If n = 0, then ^p = 0, and one has TEo™ modes with ckcum-

ferential currents only.

The equations can also be satisfied with

&„* = a/ = 6.' =

an*" ^

^ = 90°

Jniha) =

corresponding to the TM„„ modes (either circularly or linearly polarized)

of a perfectly conducting pipe, which are associated with longitudinal

wall currents only.

In the general case when the jacket is not perfectly conducting and

the helix pitch angle is not restricted to special values, it is necessary to

solve (5) simultaneously for the field amplitudes. The equations admit a

nontrivial solution if and only if the determinant of the coefficients of

the a's and i)'s vanishes. The transcendental equation which results from

equating the determinant of the coefficients to zero is

f=
I

( n tan ^ - -) j^^^
- . ,.. j-^^^ (6)

(2)'
(fafl)'

(ha) J
= nL(r.tan^--) ^.^.^ -...o(. -O^
The solution of this equation determines the propagation constant ih

and therefore the attenuation and phase constants a and /3. When ih

has been obtained, it is a straightforward matter to determine the a and

6 coefficients from equations (5) and the electric and magnetic fields

from (2), (3), and (4).

It is well known^ that the only pure TE or TM modes that can exist

in a circular waveguide with walls of finite conductivity are the circularly

symmetric TEo„, and TMo™ modes. The other modes are all mixed modes

whose fields are not transverse with respect to either the electric or the

magnetic vector. In general the modes of helix waveguide are also mixed

modes, and no entirely satisfactory scheme for labeling them has been

proposed. In the present paper we shall call the modes TEnm or TM„™

according to the limits which they approach as the jacket conductivity

becomes infinite, even though they are no longer transverse and their

* Reference 7, p. 526.
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field patterns may be quite different when the jacket is lossy. This sys-

tem is not completely unambiguous, because as will appear in Section

IV the mode designations thus obtained are not always unique. However
it is a satisfactory way to identify the modes so long as the jacket con-

ductivity is high enough for the loss to be treated as a perturbation.

Approximations derived on this basis are presented in the next section.

III. APPROXIMATE EXPRESSIONS FOR PROPAGATION CONSTANTS

If the jacket were perfectly conducting, the helix waveguide modes
would be the same as in an ideal circular waveguide, with propagation

constants given by

ih = ii3„„ = 2(27r/Xo)(l - vy"

where

v = Xn/Xc = p\o/2-ira

p = m*-^ zero of 7„(x) for TM„„ mode, or 771*'' zero of Jn{x) for TE„m
mode

If the jacket conductivity is sufficiently large, approximate solutions

of (6) may be found by replacing Hn^\^2a) and Hn'^^'i^^a) with their

asymptotic expressions, and expanding J'„(i'ia) or Jn'i^ia) in a Taylor

series near a particular zero. This calculation is carried out in the ap-

pendix. The propagation constant may be written in the form

ih = a + i(0nv, + A^)

where to first order the perturbation terms are

TMn„ modes

a(l — i^y^ 1 + tan^ ^

TEn„ modes

a 4- iA3 = ^ + ^'^ ^V [tan >l^
~ n{\ - vf^fyvf

^ a(l - i^y^- f - n^ 1 -H tan^ ^
C7b)

and

k -r iri = {(: - It )

e — e/en
,

e" = (r/ajto

The approximations made in deriving (7) are discussed in the appen-
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dix. In practice, the range of validity of these expressions is usually

limited by the criterion

ft 2\l/2
""^^"'^

|a + tAff|«l (8)
V

The numerical calculations described in Section IV indicate that the

approximations are good so long as the left-hand side of (8) is less than

about 0.1, and that they break down a little sooner for TE modes than

for TM modes.

Inspection of (7) reveals three cases of particular interest, namely

^ = 0°, lA = tan~^ "(1 - vf^lV^^ and ^ = 90°. These cases, which were

mentioned in Section II and are discussed again below, correspond to

preferential propagation of certain modes, in which the wall currents

follow the direction of the conducting helix. The preferred modes have

zero attenuation in the present treatment because the heUcal sheath is

assumed to be perfectly conducting. In practical hehces wound from

insulated copper wire the loss should be only slightly greater than in

round copper pipe of the same diameter. The slight increase (of magni-

tude 10 per cent to 30 per cent) is due to the slightly nonuniform cur-

rent distribution in the wires, an effect that can be kept small by keeping

the gaps between the wires of the helix small. In general the attenuation

constants of modes whose wall currents do not follow the helix are orders

of magnitude larger than the attenuation constants of the preferred

modes.

^ = 0°

The circular electric (TEom) modes have attenuation constants sub-

stantially the same as in solid copper pipe. The additional TEom loss if

the pitch angle is not quite zero is proportional to tan^^. This added loss

can be made very small by using fine wire for winding the helix.

The losses for the unwanted modes can be made large by a proper

choice of jacket material. "When ^t = 0, equations (7) yield

TMn,„ modes

TEn„, modes

, + iA^ = ^I^ULL- _!L_ (g + i,) (9b)
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It may be of interest to compare the attenuation constants gi\'en by

(9) with the results obtained by calculating the power dissipated in the

walls of a pipe^ which has different resistances in the circumferential and

longitudinal directions. If the wall resistance for circumferential currents

is represented by Re and for longitudinal currents by Rz , the expressions

for a are

TM„™ modes

TE„™ modes

Rz

Reu' + R.{n/p)\l - v') p'

U/^)"'a(l - v^y^ P' - n^

The results for ordinary metallic pipe are obtained by setting

R$ = Rs = R ^^ (a)^/2(T)

[f Ro = 0, the expressions above agree with (9), inasmuch as

I = R(eo/no) when the jacket conductivity is large.

^ = tan~^ n(l - vf^J-pv, n 5^

For this value of ^ the circularly polarized TE„m mode which varies as

exp(— tn5) has low attenuation. (We assume n ?^ 0, since the case

n = has been treated above.) One of the properties of heUx waveguide

is the difference in propagation between right and left circularly polarized

TEnm modes. By properly designing the helix angle for the frequency,

mode, and size of guide, the loss to one of the polarizations can be made
very low. If the jacket is lossy enough the attenuation of the other

polarization should bo quite high. Thus only one of the circularly polar-

ized modes should be propagated through a long pipe. Such a helix has

features analogous to the optical properties of levulose and dextrose

solutions, which distinguish between left and right circularly polarized

light.

Let a„ be the attenuation constant of the mode which varies as

exp{— in^), and a.-n the attenuation constant of the mode which varies

" S. A. Schelkunoff, Electromagnetic Waves, van Nostraod, New York, 1943,

pp. 385-387.
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as exp (+m0). Then from (7b), for any pitch angle }p,

I _j_ y' [tan ^ + n(l - v')'''/pvf

ap^ - 71^ (1 - 1-^)^/= 1 + tan^-/-

^ p' v' [ian^^nd-vYVpuf

a -n = -

Wti = -

. ^ np V tan \^

ap^ - n^l^- tan^ i^

The mode Avhich varies as exp( -in^) has lower loss if i/- and n have the

same sign.

The TM„;„ attenuation constants are independent of polarization and

are given by (7a).

^ = 90=*

These "helices," with wires parallel to the axis of the waveguide,

should propagate TM„„ modes with losses approximately the same as

in copper pipe. For the TE„m modes, (7b) gives

TE„m modes

a + iA/3 = ,,
" ,,,,„ -5-^—-„ (S + i-n)

a{\ — v^y^ p^ — n^

IV. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS FOR ZERO-PITCH HELICES

The main interest in helix waveguide is for small pitch angles where

the TEoi attenuation is very low. The propagation constants of various

lossy modes in helix guides of zero pitch have been calculated by solving

the characteristic equation (6) numerically. These calculations will now

be described.

Equation (6) is first simplified by setting i^ = and replacing the

Hankel functions with their asymptotic expressions. The condition for

validity of the asymptotic expressions, namely

I
fsa

I

»
i

(4n' - l)/8
[

is well satisfied in all cases to be treated here. Equation (6) may then be

rearranged in the dimensionless form

Fnitia) = (fsa)' [i7iha)\l.:{tia) - (/3oa)'(fia)'./,/'(fia)]

=

There is no difference between the propagation constants of right and
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left circularly polarized waves when ^ = 0. Using the relationships

^2a = [(na)- + (M' W - ie" - 1)]'", Imfsa <

ha = [{M' - itiaff'\ Im ha <

it is clear that F„{^ia) is au even function of fia, involving the parame-

ters /3ca (— 27ra/Xo), e', e", and n.

Wiien specific values have been assigned to ^^a, «', and e", roots of

(10) can be found numerically by the straightforward procedure of

evaluating F^i^ia) at a regular network of points in the plane of the

complex variable fia, plotting the families of curves Re i^n = and

Im Fn = 0, and reading off the values of fio corresponding to the inter-

sections of curves of the two families.

The procedure just outlined has been applied to the cases n = and
n = 1. When Ji — one can take out of Foitia) the factor Jo'i^ia), whose
roots correspond to the TEo^ modes; the roots of the other factor are

the TMo^i-hmit modes. When n ^ 1 the function i^i(fla) does not factor,

and its roots correspond to both TEim-limit and TMi^-limit modes. If

the jacket conductivity is higli it is easy to identify the various limit

modes, and a given mode can be traced continuously if the conductivity

is decreased in sufficently small steps.

The numerical calculations were set up, more or less arbitrarily, to

cover the region ^ Re fia g 10, — 10 ^ Im fia ^ 10, for each set

of parameter values. A few plots of Re F„ and Im F„ made it apparent

that for propagating modes the roots in this region are all in the first

quadrant and usually near the real axis. The entire process of solution

was then programmed by Mrs. F. M. Laurent for automatic execution

on an IBM G50 magnetic drum calculator. The calculator first evaluated

^n(riC[) at a network of points spaced half a unit apart in both directions,

then examined the sign changes of Re F„ and Im F^ around each ele-

mentary square. If it appeared that a particular square might contain

a root of F„ , the values of Fn at the four corner points were fitted by an

interpolating cubic polynomial'" which was then solved. If the cubic

had a root inside the given square, this was recorded as an approximate

root of F„ . The normalized propagation constant iha = aa -\- i0a was
also recorded for each root.

The calculated roots fia and the normalized propagation constants

are summarized in Tables 1(a) to 1(f), which relate to the following cases:

Table 1(a) —)3oa - 29.554, e' = 4, e" variable

Table 1(b)— fta = 29.554, e' = 100, e" variable

Table ICc) — Poa = 29.554, e' = e", both variable

'" A. N. Lowan and H. E. Salzer, Jour. Math, and Phys., 23. p. 167, 1944.
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Table 1(d)—M = 12.930, e' = 4, e" variable

Table 1(e) — ^oa = 12.930, e = e", both variable

Table 1(f) —j3oa = 6.465, e' = 4, e" variable

The three values of /3oa correspond to waveguides of diameter 2 inches,

I inch, and -^ inch at Xo = 5.4 mm. The jacket materials (mostly carbon-

loaded resins) which have been tested to date show a range of relative

permittivities roughly from 4 to 100. There is some indication that the

permittivity of a carbon-loaded resin increases as its conductivity in-

creases; this suggested consideration of the ease e' = e .

The tables cover the range from e" = 1000 down to e" = 1 at small

enough intervals so that the general course of each mode can be followed.

It is worth noting that at 5.4 mm a resistivity (l/a) of 1 ohm cm cor-

responds to e" = 32. Copper at this frequency has an e" of approxi-

mately 2 X 10^

In general the tables include the modes derived from Foitio) whose

limits are TMoi , TM02 , and TM03 , and the modes derived from Fi(fia)

whose limits are TEu , TM„ , TE12 , TM12 , and TE13 (except that in

the n^-inch guide TM03, TM12 , and TE13 arc cut off). Some results are

given for the TMis-limit mode, namely those which satisfy the arbitrary

criterion Re fia ^ 10; but these results are incomplete because for large

e" the corresponding root of i^i(fia) approaches 10.173. Furthermore for

small values of e" the attenuation constants of a few of the TM-limit

modes become quite large and the corresponding values of fio move far

away from the origin. Since our object was to make a general survey

rather than to mvestigate any particular mode exhaustively, we did not

attempt to pursue these modes outside the region originally proposed

for study.

The results of the IBM calculations are recorded in Table I to three

decimal places. Smce the roots fia were obtained by cubic interpolation

in a square of side 0.5, the last place is not entirely reliable; but spot

checks on a few of the roots by successive approximations indicate that

it is probably not off by more than one or two units. The propagation

constants of some of the relatively low-loss modes (especially TE12 and

TE13 , whose wall currents are largely circumferential) were calculated

from the approximate formulas,* as noted in the tables. The attenuation

{Text continued on page 1375)

* The formulas used were (A9) and (AlO) of the appendix, which are slightly

more accurate than (7) of the text.



Table 1(a) ^2-inch Guide at Xq = 5.4 mm (j3oa = 29.554)

WITH e' = 4 AND e" A''aRIABLE

Limit Mode /' tia aa-i-iffa

TMoi 00 2.405 29.456i
1000 2.154 + 0.384i 0.028 + 29.478i
250 2.094 + 0.974i 0.069 + 29.496i
100 2.408 + 1.679i 0.137 + 29.504i
90 2.482 + 1.772i 0.149 + 29.503i
80 2.579 + 1.878i 0.164 + 29.502i
64 2.804+ 2.083i 0.198 + 29.495i
40 3.519 + 2.547i 0.304 + 29.456i
25 4.604 + 3.165i 0.496 + 29.369i
16 5.870 + 3.763i 0.756 + 29.219i
10 7.564 + 4.131i 1.082 + 28.887i
s 8.464 + 4.158i 1.229 + 28.646i

TMo2 M 5.520 29.0341
1000 5.399 + 0.127i 0.024 + 29.0571
250 5.274 + 0.268i 0.049 + 29.0811
100 5.109 + 0.445i 0.078 + 29.113i
90 5.081 + 0.472i 0.082 + 29.1181
80 5.047 + 0.504i 0.087 + 29.1251

64 4.968 + 0.569i 0.097 + 29.1391
40 4.716 + 0.701i 0.113 + 29.1841
25 4.375 + 0.677i 0.101 + 29.237i

16 4.172 + 0.551i 0.079 + 29.2641
10 4.047 + 0.448i 0.062 + 29.2791
S 4.004 + 0.412i 0.056 + 29.2851
4 3.905 + 0.344i 0.046 + 29.2971
1 3.820 + O.SlOi 0.040 + 29.3081

TMd3 00 8.654 28.2591
1000 8.577 + 0.078i 0.024 + 28.282i
250 8.500 + 0.160i 0.048 + 28.306i
100 8.408 + 0.260i 0.077 + 28.3341
90 8.395 + 0.275i 0.081 + 28.3381

80 8.378 + 0.293i 0.086 + 28.3431

64 8.344 + 0.330i 0.097 + 28.3541
40 8.253 + 0.424i 0.123 + 28.3821

25 8.125 + 0.545! 0.156 + 28.4211
16 7.943 + 0.678i 0.189 + 28.4751

10 7.658 + 0.779i 0.209 + 28.5561

8 7.511 + 0.780i 0.205 + 28.5951

4 7.200 + 0.693i 0.174 + 28.6731

1 6.986 + 0.612i 0.149 + 28.7241

TEu oo 1.841 29.4971
1000 1.703 + 0.234i 0.014 + 29.5061
250 1.764 + 0.630i 0.038 + 29.5081
100 2.465 + 0.963i 0.081 + 29.4671
90 2.660 + 0.748i 0.068 + 29.4441
80 2.633 + 0.604i 0.054 + 29.4431

64 2.594 + 0.464i 0.041 + 29.444i
40 2.546 + 0.312i 0.027 + 29.4461
25 2.508 + 0.226i 0.019 + 29.448i

16 2.481 + 0.176i 0.015 + 29.4501
10 2.455 + 0.140i 0.012 + 29.4521

8 2.445 + 0.129i 0.011 + 29.453i
4 2.418 + O.lOOi 0.009 + 29.455i
1 2.394 + 0.095i 0.008 + 29.4571
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Table 1(a) — Continued

Limit Mode t" fw «a + i&a

TMn
1000
250
100
90
80
64
40
25
16

10
8

3.832
3.652 + 0,1971

3.457 + 0.440i

2.978 + 0.880i

2.821 + 1.2151

2,945 + 1,4761

3.146 + 1.868i

3.728 + 2.564i

4.659 + 3.1751

5.921 + 3.7271

7.613 + 4.1351

8.487 + 4.153i

29.3051
0.024 + 29.3281
0.052 + 29.3551
0.089 + 29.4171

0.116 + 29.4451
0.148 + 29.4441

0.200 + 29.4461
0.325 + 29.4321
0.504 + 29.3611
0,756 + 29.2041
1.090 + 28.8751
1.231 + 28.6391

TE,2 so

1000
250
100
64
40
25
10
4
1

5.331

5.297 -1- 0.072i

5.322 + 0.0961

29.0691

0,0008 + 29.0701*
0.0016 + 29.0711*
0.0026 + 29.0721*

0.0033 + 29.072i*
0,0042 + 29.073i*
0.0055 + 29.0741*

0,0092 + 29.0751*

0.013 + 29.0761

0.018 + 29.0711

TMn
1000
250
100
90
80
64
40
25
16

10

8

4

1

7.016
6.918 + 0.099i

6.821 + 0.203i
6.701 + 0.330i

6.683 + 0.349i

6.660 + 0.372i
6.612 + 0.4191

6.475 + 0.5351
6.253 + 0.655i

5.965 + 0.682t
5.719 + 0.590i

5.641 + 0.541i

5,471 + 0.419i

5.317 + 0.347i

28.7101

0.024 + 28. 7331

0.048 + 28.7571

0.077 + 28.7861
0.081 + 28.7911
0.086 + 28,7961

0.096 + 28.8081

0.120 +28.8411
0.142 +28.8931
0,141 +28,9541
0,116 + 29.0021
0.105 + 29.0161

0,079 + 29.0471

0.063 + 29.0741

TE.s
1000
250
100
64
40
25
10
4

1

8.536 28,295i
0.0003 + 28,295i*
0.0006 + 2S,295i*
0.0010 + 28,2961*
0.0012 + 28.2961*

0.0016 + 28.2961*

0.0020 + 28.2961*

0.0034 + 28.2971*

0.0050 + 28.2961*

0,0058 + 28.2951*

TMu 00

100
90
80
64
40
25
16

10

8
4
1

10.173
9.963 + 0.219i

9.952 + 0.231i

9.938 + 0.246i
9.911 + 0.277i
9.840 + 0.3561
9.746 + 0.460i
9.625 + 0.5911

9.433 + 0.7571

9.305 + 0,8371

8.836 + 0.8981

8.485 + 0.7811

27.7481

0,078 + 27.825i

0.083 + 27.8291
0,088 + 27.8341
0.098 + 27.8451
0.126 + 27.8701
0.161 + 27.9051

0.204 + 27.9501

0.255 + 28.0201

0.278 + 28,0651

0.281 + 28,2181

0.234 + 28,3221

* Approximate formula.
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HELIX WAVEGUIDE 1363

T.ABLE 1(h) —2-INCH Guide at Xq = 5.4 mm {^oa — 29.554)

WITH £ = 100 AND e" Variable

Limit Mode e" fia aa + i0a

TRU,
1000
250
100
80
04
40
25
10
4
1

2.405
2.178 + 0.391i
2.291 + 0.8S5i

2.677 + 1.062i
2.764 + 1.047i

2.S34 + 1.019i
2.928 + 0,950i
2.973 + 0.893i
3.004 + 0.83]i
3.013 + O.S06i
3.016 + 0.793i

29.456i

0.029 +29.476i
0.069 +29.479i
0.097 + 29.452i

0.098 + 29.443i
0.098 + 29.436i
0.094 + 29.424i
0.090 + 29.418i
0.085 + 29.413i
0.083 + 29.4111

O.OSI +29,411i

TMo2 DO

1000
250
100
80
64
40
25
10

4
1

5.520
5.406 + 0.133i
5,339 + 0.298i
5.372 + 0.473i
5.398 + 0.508i

5.429 + 0.535i
5.492 + 0.566i

5.540 + 0.573i
5.589 + 0.569i
5.608 + 0.563i
5.617 + 0.560i

29.034i
0.025 + 29,056i

0.055 + 29.0691
0.087 + 29.0661
0.094 + 29.062i
0.100 + 29.0561
0.107 + 29.0451

0.109 + 29.0361

0.109 + 29.0271
0.109 + 29.0231
0.108 + 29.0211

TM.J 00

1000
250
100
SO
64
40
25
10
4
1

8.654
8.GS1 + 0.082i
8.537 + 0.179i
8.548 + 0.279i
8.561 + 0.300i
8.575 + 0.317i

8.G06 + 0.339i
8.630 + 0.348i
8.658 + 0,.352i

8.609 + 0.352i
8.675 + 0.351i

28.2591
0.025 + 28.2811
0.054 + 28.2951
0.084 + 28.2921

0.091 + 28.2891

0.096 + 28.2851
0.103 +28.2761
0.106 + 28.26Si
0.108 + 28.2G01
0.108 + 28.2571
0.108 + 28.255i

TE„ 00

1000
250
100
80
64
40
25
10

4

1

1.841
1.719 + 0.236i
1.871 + 0.504i
2.132 + 0.484i
2.161 + 0.451i
2.178 + 0.420i
2.191 + 0.372i
2.192 + 0.343i
2.190 + 0.316i

2.1S8 + 0.306i
2.187 + 0.301i

29.4971
0.014 + 29.5051
0.032 + 29.4991
0.035 + 29.4811
0.033 + 29.4791

0,031 + 29.4771
0.028 + 29.4751
0.026 + 29.4751
0.023 + 29.4761
0.023 + 29.4751
0.022 + 29.4751
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Table 1(b) — Continued

Limit Klode t" ria aa + iffa

TMu
1000
250
100
80
64
40
25
10
4
1

3.832
3.663 + 0.204i

3.579 + 0.485i

3.715 + 0.788i

3.787 + 0.826i

3.856 + 0.843i

3.969 + 0.836i

4.043 + 0.817i

4.100 + 0.777i

4.119 + 0.759i
4.128 + 0.749i

29.3051

0.026 + 29.327i

0.059 + 29.341i

0.100 + 29.331i

0.107 + 29.3221

0.111 + 29.314i

0.113 + 29.299i

0.113 + 29.288i

0.109 + 29.279i

0.107 + 29.276i

0.106 -1- 29.274i

TEis 00

1000
250
100
64
40
25
10

4

1

5.331 29.069i
0.0008 + 29.070i*

0.0018 + 29.071i*
0.0028 + 29.0711*
0.0032 + 29.0701*
0.0034 + 29.0701*
0.0035 + 29.070i*
0.0036 + 29.0701*

0.0036 + 29.0701*

0.0036 + 29.0691*

TMi.
1000
250
100
80
64
40
25
10
4

1

7.016
6.923 + 0.103i

6.868 + 0.226i

6.885 + 0.355i

6.902 + 0.381i

6.922 + 0.403i

6.965 + 0.429i

7.000 + 0.440i

7.037 + 0.443i

7.051 + 0.441i

7.058 + 0.440i

28.7101
0.025 + 28.7321

0.054 + 28.7461

0.085 + 28.7431

0.092 + 28.7401

0.097 + 28.7351

0.104 + 28.7251

0.107 + 28.7171

0.109 + 28.708i
0.108 + 28.7041

0.108 + 28.7031

TEis 00

1000
250
100
64
40
25
10
4

1

8.536 28.2951
0.0003 + 28.2951*

0.0007 + 28.2951*

0.0010 + 28.2951*

0.0012 + 28.2951*
0.0013 + 28.2951*

0.0013 + 28.2951*

0.0013 + 28.2951*

0.0013 + 28.2951*

0.0013 + 28.2951*

* Approximate formula.
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T.\bleI(c) 2-i>fCH GuioE .\T Xo = 5.4 MM (jSoO = 29.554)

wnn € = 6

Limit Mode i' and <" ric aa + i0a

TMoi
1000
250
100

64

40
32
25
16
12

10
4

2

1

2,405
2.338 + 0.341i
2.418 -1- O.707i
2.677 + 1.062i

2.925 + 1.226i

3.309 + l,324i
"3.540 + 1.299i

3.787 + l.I62i
3.946 + O.SOOi
3.950 + 0.647i
3.946 4- 0.573i

3.905 + 0.344!
3.869 + 0.252i
3.820 + 0.185i

29.4561
0.027 + 29.4641
0.058 + 29.464i
0.097 + 29.4521
0.122 + 29.4351

0.149 + 29.3991
0.156 +29.3711
0.150 + 29.3341
0,108 + 29.301i
0.087 + 29.2961
0.077 + 29.2951
0.046 + 29.2971
0.033 + 29.3011
0.024 + 29.3071

TMo! 00

1000
250
100
64
40
32
25
16

12

10

5.520
5.469 + 0.136i
5.423 + 0.282i

5.372 + 0.473i

5.337 + 0.6241

5.294 + 0.8741
5.279 + 1.0611
5,319 + 1.3671
5.852 + 1.969i
6.472 + 2.1781
7.026 + 2.1981

29.0341

0.026 + 29.044i

0.053 + 29.0541
0.087 + 29.066i
0.115 + 29.0751
0.159 + 29.0901
0.193 + 29.0991
0.250 + 29.1051
0.397 + 29.0391
0.487 + 28.9231
0.536 + 28.7961

TMoi
1000
250
100
64
40
32
25
16

12
10

4
2

I

8.654
8.620 + 0.0851

8.587 + 0.173i

8.548 + 0.2791
8.521 + 0.355i

8.483 + 0.461i
8.458 + 0.526i
8.425 + 0.6111
8.330 + 0.8241
8.206 + 1.037i

8.034 + 1.240i

7.200 + 0.6931
7.098 + 0.4831
6.998 + 0.3491

28.2591
0.026 + 28.2691
0.052 + 28.2801
0.084 + 28.2921

0.107 + 28.3021
0.138 + 28.3151

0.157 + 28.3231
0.182 + 28.3351
0.242 + 28.3691
0.300 + 28.4131
0.350 + 28.4711
0.174 + 28.6731
0.120 + 28.6941
0.085 + 28.7161

TEu

f

00

1000
250
100
64
40
32
25
16
12
10

4
2

1

1.841
1.810 + 0.1901
1.911 + 0.3841
2.132 + 0.4841

2.270 + 0.4531
2.365 + 0.3661
2.389 + 0.324i
2.406 + 0.281i
2.420 + 0.2I9i
2.424 + 0.187i
2.424 + 0.1691
2.418 + 0.1061
2.409 + 0.0781

2.394 + 0.056i

29.4971
0.012 + 29.4991
0.025 + 29.4951
0.035 + 29.4811
0.035 + 29.4701

0.029 + 29.4621
0.026 + 29.459i
0.023 + 29.457i
0.018 + 29.456i
0.015 + 29.455i
0.014 + 29.4551
0.009 + 29.4551
0.006 + 29.4561
0.005 + 29.4571
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Table 1(c)—Continued

Limit Mode t' and t" l-i« ao + i0a

TM„ M 3.832 29.3051

1000 3.759 + 0.203i 0.026 + 29.315i

250 3.714 + 0.439i 0.056 + 29.323i

100 3.715 + 0.788i 0.100 + 29.331i

64 3.797 + 1.070i 0.139 + 29.329i

40 4.080 + 1.400i 0.195 + 29.305i

32 4.276 + 1.550i 0.226 + 29.2S5i

25 4.586 + l.eOIi 0.260 + 29.245i

16 5.359 + 1.579i 0.291 + 29.1091

12 5.587 + 1.043i 0.201 + 29,0411

10 5.560 + 0.859i 0.164 + 29.0401

4 5.471 + 0.419i 0.079 + 29.0471

2 5.438 + 0.249i 0.047 + 29.0511

1 5.444 + 0.131i 0.025 + 29.0491

TE12 CO

,
.

5.331 29.0691

1000 0.0009 + 29.0701*

250 0.0018 + 29.0701*

100 0.0028 + 29.0711*

C4 0.0035 + 29.0711*

40 0.0044 + 29.0711*

25 0.0055 + 29.0721*

10 0.0087 + 29.0731*

4 5.297 + 0.072i 0.013 + 29.0761

2 5.272 + 0.108i 0.020 + 29.0801

1 5.198 + 0.132i 0.023 + 29.0941

TMij CO 7.016 28.7101

1000 6.971 + 0.107i 0.026 + 28.7211

250 6.931 + 0.217i 0.052 + 28.7311

100 6.885 + 0.355i 0.085 + 28.7431

64 6.S52 + 0.457i 0.109 + 28.7531

40 6.801 + 0,610i 0.144 + 28.7681

32 6.768 + 0.708i 0.167 + 28.7781

25 6.720 + O.S50i 0.198 + 28.7931

16 6.562 + 1.359i 0.309 + 28.8501

12 6.869 + 2.095i 0,499 + 28.8251

10 7.322 + 2.374i 0.605 + 28.7371

TE,3 w 8.536 28.2951

1000 0.0003 + 28.2951*

250 0.0007 + 28.2951*

100 0.0010 + 28.2951*

64 0.0013 + 28.2951*

40 0.0016 + 28.2951*

25 0.0021 + 28.2951*

10 0.0032 + 28.2961*

4 0.0050 + 28.2961*

1 0.0094 + 28.295i*

TM,3 00 10.173 27.7481

25 9.981 + 0.497i 0.178 + 27.8231

IC 9.910 + 0.652i 0.232 + 27.8521

12 9.841 + 0.785i 0.277 + 27.880)

10 9.776 + 0.893i 0.313 + 27.9071

4 S.836 + 0.89Si 0.281 + 28.218i

2 8.656 + 0.596i 0.183 + 28.2651

1 8.523 + 0.409i 0.123 + 28.3021

Approximate formula.
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HELIX WAVEGUIDE 1307

Table 1(d)

—

|-inch Guide at Xq = 5.4 mm (^^a = 12.930)

WITH e' = 4 AND e" VARIABLE

Limit Mode t" fio aa -i- ifia

TMo. 00

1000
250
100
64
40
25
10

6.4
4.0
2.5
1.0

2.405
2.286 + 0.140i
2.183 + 0.324i
2.113 + 0.595i
2.114 + O.SOOi
2.185 + 1.072i
2.377 + 1.309i
3.212 + 1.699i
3.694 + 1.440i
3.765 + 1.029i

3.700 + 0.853i
3.624 + 0.733i

12.7041

0.025 + 12.7271

0.056 + 12.749i
0.098 + 12.771i
0.132 + 12.782i
0.183 + 12.790i
0.255 + 12.7861
0.431 + 12.6471
0.426 + 12.482i
0.312 + 12.416i
0.254 + 12.421i
0.214 + 12.435i

TMo2 CO

1000
250
100
64
40
25
10
6.4
4.0
2.5
1.0

5.520
5. 468 4- 0.054i
5.416 + O.llli

5.356 + 0.1S3i
5.317 + 0.235i
5.266 + O..30Si

5.20G + 0.4l0i
5.073 + 0.772i
5.095 + 1.137i

5.4SG + 1.429i
5. 818 + l,379i

6.041 + l.lSSi

11.6921
0.025 + 11.7171

0.051 + 11.742i
0.083 + 11.7701
0.106 + 11.789i
0.137 + n.814i
O.JSO + ll.S44i
0.328 + 11.923i
0,485 + 11.9481
0.664 + 11.8141
0.689 + 11.6501
0.624 + 11.5111

TMo3
1000
250
100
64
40
25
10
6.4
4.0
2.5
1.0

8.654
8.620 + 0.034i
8.587 + O.OGOi
S.550 + O.llli
8.525 + 0.1411
S.494 + 0.183i
8.459 + 0.239i
S.393 + 0.411i

8.3S6 + 0.532i
8.426 + O.OGSi
8.515 + 0.769i
8.676 + 0.824i

9.6071
0.030 + y,637i
0.061 + 9.6G7i
0.09S + 9.7011
0.124 + 9.723i
0.160 + 9.7521
0.207 + 9.7851
0.350 + 9. Soli
0.452 + !).86G1

0.571 + 9.847i
0.669 + 9. 7841

0.741 + 9.65U

TE„ 00

1000
250
100
64
40
25
10
6.4
4.0
2.5
1.0

1.S41
1.767 + 0.074i

1.717 -1- 0.1911
1.70G + 0.3681
1.734 + 0.5001
1.857 + 0.6561
2.126 + 0.773i
2.436 + 0.4111
2.413 + 0.3161

2.386 + 0.2G2i
2.364 + 0.2341
2.341 + 0.2121

12.7981
0.010 + 12.809i
0.026 + 12,8171
0.049 + 12.822i
0.068 + 12.823i
0.095 + 12.8131
0.129 + 12.7781
0.079 + ]2.706i
O.OGO + 12.7071
0.049 + 12.7111
0.043 + 12.7141

0.039 + 12.7181
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Table 1(d) — Continued

Limit Mode t" fio aa + iPa

TM„ CO

1000
250
100
64
40
25
10
6.4
4.0
2.5
1.0

3.832
3.750 + O.OSli
3.676 + 0.171i

3.588 + 0.290i

3.530 + 0.382i

3.447 + 0.616i

3.329 + 0.757i

3.749 + 1.664i
4.275 + 1.750i

4.701 + 1.653i

4.843 + 1.274i

4.844 + l.OSli

12.349i
0,025 + 12.375i
0.051 + 12.398i
0.084 + 12.426i
0.108 + 12.445i
0.143 + 12.474i
0.201 + 12.519i

0.499 + 12.496i

0.606 + 12.343i
0.600 + 12.160i

0.511 + 12.0671
0.415 + 12.040i

TEii CO

1000
250
100
64
40
25
10
4

1

5.331 11.780i
0.0007 + 11.7801*

0.0015+ 11.7811*

0.0024 + 11.7821*

0.0030 + 11.7821*

0.0039 + 11.7831*

0.0051 + 11.7841*

0.0085 + 11.7851*

0.0125+ 11.7841*

0.0146 + 11.7811*

TMi, 00

1000
250
100
64
40
25
10
6.4
4.0
2.5
1.0

7.016
6.972 + 0.043i

6.930 + 0.087i

6.883 + 0.141i
6.853 + 0.179i
6.814 + 0.2331

6.769 + 0.305i

6.679 + 0.541i

6.670 + 0.718i

6.755 + 0.9351

6.942 + l.OOli

7.193 + 1.054i

10.8611

0.027 + 10.8891

0.055 + 10.9171
0.088 + 10.9471

0.112 + 10.9671
0.144 + 10.9921
0.187 + 11.023i
0.326 + 11.0901

0.431 + 11.1091

0.570 + 11.0801

0.671 + 10.9811

0.700 + 10.8191

TEi, 00

1000
250
100
64
40
25
10

4

1

8.636 9.712i
0.0002 + 9.7121*

0.0005 + 9.7121*

0.0008 + 9. 7121*

0.0010 + 9. 7131*

0.0012 + 9.7131*
0.0016 + 9. 7131*

0.0027 + 9.7131*

0.0040 + 9.7131*

0.0048+ 9.7121*

TMi, 00

10

6.4
4.0

10.173
9.949 + 0.340i

9.943 + 0.436i

9.970 + 0.543i

7.9801
0.409 + 8.2761
0.523 + 8.2931

0.655 + S.277i

* Approximate formula.



HELIX WAVEGUIDE 1369

Table 1(e) — |-inch Guide at Xq = 5.4 mm 03oa = 12.930} with

Limit Mode t' and (" £« eta + i?a

TMoi so

1000
250
100
64
40
26
10

4
2

1

2.405
2.360 + 0.141i
2.339 + 0.295i
2.351 -f- 0.482i
2.382 + 0.608i
2.460 + 0.766i
2.673 + 0.942i
3.052 -t- 1.244i

3.765 -}- 1.029i
3.841 + 0.653i
3.768 + 0.438i

12.704i
0.026 + 12.714i
0.054 + 12.720i
0.089 + 12.724i
0.114 + 12.724i
0.148 + 12.720i
0.191 + 12.708i
0.301 + 12.630i

0.312 + 12.416i
0.203 + 12.366i

0.133 + 12.378i

TMoi CO

1000
250
100
64
40
25
10

4

2

1

5.520
5.497 + 0.058i
5.475 + O.llSi
5.451 + O.lQOi
5.435 + 0.241i
5.416 + 0.310i
5.393 + 0.402i
5.338 + 0.701i
5.486 + 1.429i

6.389 + 1.780i
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11.692i
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9. 6071
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0.067 + 9,635i
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0.132 + 9.661i
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2.047 + 0.459i
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12.798i

0.010 + 12.8031

0.023 + 12.8041

0.038 + 12.802i
0.048 + 12.7991

0.061 + 12.790i
0.074 + 12.776i
0.075 + 12.732i
0.049 + 12.711i

0.035 + 12.709i
0.024 + 12.712i
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Fig. 2 — Plots of phase constant versus attenuation constant for modes in

various helix waveguides. Representative values of <" are shown on the curves.
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constants calculated from the approximate formulas are given to four

decimal places, i.e., usually two significant figures.

The contents of Table I are displayed graphically in Figs. 2(a) through

(f), which show plots of /3a vs aa for all modes except TM13 . Repre-

sentative values of e" are indicated on the curves. Note that the scales

are dilTerent for the different guide sizes, and that the /3a-scale is com-

pressed in all cases. If aa and ^a were plotted on the same scale, the

curves would make an initial angle of 45'' with the aa-axis when e' =
constant, or 22.5° when t = e".

Figs. 3(a) to (f) show the normalized attenuation constants aa of

various modes plotted against e" on a log-log scale. In Fig. 3(b) the

curves for all TM modes would be similar to the two shown, and in

Fig. 3(d) the TM03 curve is like TM12 . Although for some modes the

attenuation constant increases steadib' as the conductivity decreases

over the range of our calculations, in many cases the attenuation passes

through a maximum and then decreases as the conductivity is further

decreased. This phenomenon will be discussed in Section V.

It may be noticed that in some instances the limit modes are not

unique. For example. Tables 1(a), with e' = 4, and 1(c), with e' = e",

for the large guide have in common the case e' — 4, e" = 4. For this

case consider the circular magnetic mode corresponding to fia =
3.905 + 0.344i. If e' is constant (= 4) while e" tends to infinity, this

mode approaches the TM02 mode in a perfectly conducting guide; but

if e' and e" tend to infinity while remaining equal to each other, the same

mode approaches TMoi in a perfectly conducting guide. Presumably the

TMoi-limit mode in the former case coincides with the TAIo2-]irait mode
in the latter case; but the value of fia for this mode is outside the range

of our calculations at e' = e ^ 4, A similar interchange occurs between

the TMu-limit and TMis-limit modes in the large guide, depending on

whether e' is constant or t tends to infinity with e '. There is no evidence

of any such phenomenon in the smaller guide of Tables 1(d) and 1(e);

but the fact that it can occur means that the limit-mode designations of

modes in a lossy waveguide are not entirely unambiguous. The phen-

omenon is not due to the presence of the helix, since a helix of zero pitch

has no effect on circular magnetic modes.

Finally it is of interest to compare the propagation constants given

by the approximate formula with those obtained by numerical solution

of the characteristic equation. A reasonably typical case is provided by

the TMo2-Iiinit mode in a 2-inch guide at Xn = 5.4 mm with e' = 4, as

in Table 1(a). Exact and approximate results for ^a vs aa and aa vs e"

are plotted in Fig. 4. As the conductivity decreases, the attenuation con-
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.

stant first becomes larger, in all cases, than predicted by the approximate

formula. For still louver coiiductivities the attenuation constant may pass

through a maximum, as in the present example, and decrease again. The
existence of a maximum in the attenuation vs conductivity curve is not

indicated by the approximate formula.
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V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The dimensionless results of Section IV may easily be scaled to any

desired operating \\avclength, and the attenuation constants and guide

wavelengths expressed in conventional units. If Xo is the free-space wave-

length in centimeters, then the guide diameter d in inches, the attenua-

tion constant a in db/meter, and the guide wavelength \ in centimeters

are given by the following formulas:

din = 0.12532 (/3oaKXo)cm

_ 5457.5 (aa)
^'°'

(/3oa)(Xo)cm

(.Xpjcm —
(/3oa)(XD).

{(3a)

Table II lists the guide diameters and the conversion factors for a and

\g for the three values of /3oa used in Section IV, at freciuencies corre-

sponding to free-space wavelengths of 3.33 and 0.54 cm. The table also

hsts the number of propagating modes in a perfectly conducting guide

as a function of ^^a (dift'erent polarizations are not counted separately).

When helix waveguide is used to reduce mode conversions, an im-

portant parameter is the ratio of the attenuation constant of any given

unwanted mode to the attenuation constant of the TEoi mode. The

theoretical attenuation constants of the TEoi mode at Xo = 5.4 mm in

copper guides of various sizes are hsted below:

Diameter

2"

r
2.77 X lO'^

1.50 X 10"

7.11 X 10"

adb/m

9.47 X 10"*

1.17 X 10"'

1.11 X 10"'

Table II — Conversion Factors for Attenuation Constants and

Guide Wavelengths in Various Waveguides

Propa-
GUtrng
modes

Xo = J.33 cm )u = 0.54 cm

(3DO
Diameter
(inclies)

a db/meter Xpcm Diameter
(inches)

a db/meter Xa cm

29.554
12.930
6,465

227
44
12

12.33
5.40
2.70

55.5 aa
127 aa
253 aa

98.41/j3a

43.06/j3a

21.53/^a

2.000
0.875
0.4375

342 t*o

782 aa
1563 aa

15.959//3a

6.982/(3c

3.491/,3a
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Referring to the values of aa listed in Table I, we see that the un-

wanted mode attenuations can be made to exceed the TEoi attenuation

by factors of from several hundred to several hundred thousand in the

large helix guide. The attenuation ratios are somewhat smaller in the

smaller guide sizes.

The attenuation versus conductivity plots of Fig. 3 show that for

many of the modes there is a value of jacltet conductivity, depending on

the mode, the value of i3oa, and the jacket permittivity, which maximizes

the attenuation constant. Since one is accustomed to think of the at-

tenuation constant of a waveguide as an increasing function of frequency

for all sufficiently high frequencies (except for circular electric waves),

or as an increasing function of wall resistance, it is worth while to see

why one should really expect the attenuation constant to pass through

a maximum as the frequency is increased indefinitely in an ordinary

metallic guide, or as the wall resistance is increased at a fixed frequency.

The argument runs as follows

:

Guided waves inside a cylindrical pipe may bo expressed as bundles of

plane waves repeatedly reflected from the cylindrical boundary." The
angle which the wave normals make with the guide axis decreases as the

frequency increases farther above cutoff; and the complementary angle,

which is the angle of incidence of the waves upon the boundary, ap-

proaches 90°. If the walls arc imperfectly conducting, the guided wave is

attenuated because the reflection coeflacient of the component waves at

the boundary is less than unity. The theory of reflection at an imper-

fectly conducting surface shows that the reflection coefficient of a plane

wave polarized with its electric vector hi the plane of incidence first

decreases with increasing angle of incidence, then passes through a deep

minimum, and finally increases to unity at strictly grazing incidence.^'

For a metallic reflector, the angle of incidence corresponding to minimum
reflection is very near 90°. Inasmuch as all modes in circular guide except

for the circular electric family have a component of E in the plane of

incidence (the plane 6 = constant), one would expect the attenuation

constant of each mode to pass through a maximum at a sufficiently high

frequency. For example, the TMoi mode in a 2-inch copper guide should

have maximum attenuation at a free-space wavelength in the neighbor-

hood of 0.1 mm (100 microns), assuming the devalue for the conductivity

of copper. To find the actual maximum, of course, would require the

solution of a transcendental equation as in Section IV.

The circular electric waves all have E normal to the plane of incidence.

" Ueference 9, pp. 411-412.
12 Reference 7, pp. 507-509.
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For this polarization the reflection coefficient increases steadily from its

value at normal incidence to unity at grazing incidence. Thus one has an

optical interpretation of the anomalous attenuation-frequency behavior

of circular electric waves.

If instead of varying the frequency one imagines the wall resistance

varied at a fixed frequency, he can easily convince himself that there

usually exists a finite value of resistance which maximizes the attenua-

tion constant of a given mode. An idealized illustrative example has been

worked out by Sehelkunoff.^^ He considers the propagation of transverse

magnetic waves between parallel resistance sheets, and shows that if the

sheets are far enough apart the attenuation constant increases from zero

to a maximum and then falls agam to zero, as the wall resistance is made

to increase from zero to infinity. It may be instructive to consider that

maximum power is dissipated in the lossy walls when their impedance is

matched as well as possible to the wave impedance, looking normal to

the walls, of the fields inside the guide.

In conclusion we mention a couple of theoretical questions which are

suggested by the numerical results of Section IV.

(1) Limit modes. It has been seen that the limit which a given lossy

mode approaches as the jacket conductivity becomes infinite may not

be unique. Can rules be given for determining limit modes when the

manner in which
|

e' — u"
1

approaches infinity is specified?

(2) Behavior of modes as .r -> 0. It is known^* that the number of true

guided waves (i.e., exponentially propagating waves whose fields vanish

at large radial distances from the guide axis) possible in a cylindrical

waveguide is finite if the conductivity of the exterior medium is finite.

The number is enormously large if the exterior medium is a metal; but

the modes presumably disappear one by one as the conductivity is de-

creased. If the conductivity of the exterior medium is low enough and if

its permittivity is not less than the permittivity of the interior medium,

no true guided waves can exist. At what values of conductivity do the

first few modes appear in a guide of given size, and how do their propa-

gation constants behave at very low conductivities?

The complete theory of lossy-wall waveguide would appear to present

quite a challenge to the applied mathematician. Fortunately the en-

gineering usefulness of helix waveguide does not depend upon getting

immediate answers to such difficult analytical questions.

i3Reference9, pp. 484-489.

1* G. M. Roe, The Theory of AcousLic and Electromagnetic Wave Guides and

Cavity Resonators, Ph.D. thesis, U. of Minn., 1947, Section 2.
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APPENDIX

APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION

The characteristic equation (6) of the hehx guide may be written in

the dimensionless form

i-ia tan ^ — -^ I - t^oaj

(Al)
(

If
I
e' — e"

I

is sufficiently large, the right side of the equation is large

and either Ju(tia) or Jni^io) is near zero. Let p denote a particular root

of J,t or /„' ; then to zero order,

i-ia = p

ha = /3„,„a = ^na(l - i'')"^ (A2)

faa = /3oa(6' - u" - 1 - vy
where

" = p/^oa

Henceforth assume that

I
rsa

I

»
I

(4n' - l)/8
|

(A3a)

and

1
^20

I
» 1

n
I

(A3b)

It is convenient to postulate both inequalities, even though the first is

more restrictive than the second unless
\
n\ = 1 or

j
n

|
=2.

If (A3a) is satisfied, the Hankel functions may be replaced by the

first terms of their asymptotic expressions, and

Eq. (Al) becomes

= |J^ [{t,a tan * " ^)' + (MV ' "")]
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It follows from (A3b), using the zero-order approximations (A2), that

1
nha/t2a

\
«

1
i3ca(c' - ie'f^

\

so the characteristic equation finally takes the approximate form

[t^a tan ^ -^ j j^j^^
-M -^^^

^^^^

= *ll^[(f,atan^)' + {M'(e' - ie")]

Now let

fio = p + X,
[
.r

I

« 1

where x is a small complex number. The normalized propagation con-

stant becomes, to first order,

iha = [(tiaf - (MT
= z/5oa(l - v'f' - ivxd - v')-'"

= aa -\- i{0nma + Aj3rt)

where /3„m is the phase constant of the mwle in a perfectly conducting

guide, and the perturbation terms are

aa + lA^a = -
^^ _ ^,y,,

(A5)

For the TM„™ mode, let p be the m*'' root of J„ ; then from Taylor's

series, to first order in .r,

Jn(M = Jr^ip + aO - xJ,:(p) (A6)

Substituting (A6) into (A4), neglecting the first term on the left side of

{A4), and replacing everything on the right side by its zero approxima-

tion according to (A2), one obtains

{M^ _ ip^oaiie - ie" - 1 -\- v') tan' ^ + (e' - ie")]

~^
(e' - ie" - I + v^y'

or

i(^ + iv)
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i^'here

2 -11/2

^ + iv =,. _ [ - ,^]
(e' - it'y

It follows from (AS) and (A7) that for TAI modes,

a + iA^ =
a(l-.r=[l+|l-l^,|tan'^]

where ^ + irj is given by (A8).

For the TEn,n mode, let p be the m*'^ root of J„'; then

2 2

//(fia) = //(p + x) = ^-!^-^/„(p)
p-

Equation (A4) yields

. 2 tan }p — "'^-^'q(«+.)
pc

(p2 - n^) 1+1- ^j^-^^]
andj using (A5), we have for TE modes,

a + iA|8

P
tan i/-

—
/I 2\l/2-12

7l(l — r ^
'

pv I
(^ + iTj)

(AS)

(A9)

(p^ - n2) a^i _ j,2yi2

1+1- ^j-^^]
(AlO)

where f + j'jj is given by (A8).

In view of (AS), the condition that
[
a:

|
<C 1 is equivalent to

"^^
I

aa + iA0a
|
« 1 (AH)

In all the nmnerical cases treated in the present paper, the approximate

formulas agree well ^vith the exact ones provided that the left side of

(All) is not greater than about 0.1.

A condition which is usually satisfied in practice, although not strictly

a consequence of the assumptions (A3) or (All), is

1 -
e' - te'

«1
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This final approximation leads to the simple equations (7a) and (7b} of

Section III, namely:

TMnm modes

" + '^^ ~
a(l - vr"[l + tanVJ

TE^m modes

_ (^ + iv) vV [tan ^ - w(l - yy'/ppf
« + *^^ -

a(i _ ,2)1/2 (p2 _ „2) [1 + tanV]

where


